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Abstract 

Purpose: The aim of the study was to assess 

the cybersecurity threats and national 

security in the digital age. 

Methodology: This study adopted a desk 

methodology. A desk study research design 

is commonly known as secondary data 

collection. This is basically collecting data 

from existing resources preferably because of 

its low cost advantage as compared to a field 

research. Our current study looked into 

already published studies and reports as the 

data was easily accessed through online 

journals and libraries.  

Findings: In the digital age, cybersecurity 

threats pose significant challenges to national 

security across the globe. A key finding is the 

increasing sophistication and frequency of 

cyber-attacks targeting critical infrastructure, 

government agencies, and private sector 

entities. These attacks range from 

ransomware campaigns to state-sponsored 

espionage, highlighting the diverse 

motivations and capabilities of threat actors. 

Additionally, the interconnected nature of 

cyberspace amplifies the potential for 

cascading effects, where a single breach can 

have widespread and destabilizing 

consequences. Furthermore, the emergence 

of new technologies such as artificial 

intelligence and the Internet of Things 

introduces novel vulnerabilities that 

adversaries can exploit. To address these 

threats, governments are investing in 

cybersecurity measures, including threat 

intelligence sharing, capacity building, and 

international cooperation.   

Implications to Theory, Practice and 

Policy: Realism theory, deterrence theory 

and constructivism theory may be used to 

anchor future studies on assessing 

cybersecurity threats and national security in 

the digital age. Promote the adoption of best 

practices and standards for cybersecurity 

across government agencies, critical 

infrastructure sectors, and private enterprises 

to enhance preparedness and response 

capabilities. Advocate for the development of 

comprehensive national cybersecurity 

strategies that prioritize risk management, 

resilience-building, and international 

cooperation to address evolving cyber 

threats. 

Keywords: Cybersecurity, Threats, National 

Security, Digital Age 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the digital age, cybersecurity threats have emerged as a paramount concern for national security 

worldwide. The increasing interconnectedness of critical infrastructure, government systems, and 

private networks has created vulnerabilities that adversaries exploit for various malicious 

purposes. The National Security Threat Level in developed economies, such as the USA, Japan, 

or the UK, is a complex assessment that considers various factors, including geopolitical tensions, 

terrorism, cyber threats, and economic stability. For instance, in the United States, the threat level 

has been influenced by cybersecurity challenges, with an increasing number of cyber-attacks 

targeting critical infrastructure and government systems. According to a study by Smith (2018), 

the frequency of cyber incidents in the USA has risen steadily, posing a significant threat to 

national security. 

In Japan, another developed economy, there has been a growing concern about regional security 

due to geopolitical tensions, particularly with North Korea. The development of North Korea's 

nuclear capabilities has prompted Japan to reassess its national security strategy. Statistics from 

the Japanese Ministry of Defense (2019) reveal an increased budget allocation for defense, 

reflecting the heightened security challenges in the region. 

Turning to developing economies, the National Security Threat Level is often shaped by internal 

conflicts, terrorism, and socio-economic challenges. In Brazil, there has been a notable increase in 

organized crime and violence, contributing to concerns about internal security. Statistics from the 

Brazilian Institute of Public Security (2020) show a rise in crime rates, posing challenges to the 

country's overall security. In India, a developing economy facing diverse security threats, the focus 

has been on border security, terrorism, and internal conflicts. The Institute for Defense Studies and 

Analyses (IDSA) report (2017) indicates a continuous evaluation of security strategies to address 

both internal and external threats. 

In Sub-Saharan economies, national security threats often include political instability, regional 

conflicts, and issues related to public health. In Nigeria, for instance, the threat level is influenced 

by insurgency, particularly from groups like Boko Haram. Data from the Global Terrorism 

Database (2020) reveals a persistent threat of terrorism in the region, requiring sustained efforts to 

enhance national security. In South Africa, a key economy in Sub-Saharan Africa, the focus on 

national security includes addressing issues related to crime, corruption, and economic inequality. 

Statistics South Africa (2021) highlights the need for comprehensive strategies to tackle these 

challenges and maintain a stable security environment. 

Mexico faces challenges related to drug cartels, organized crime, and border security. The country 

has experienced high levels of violence and crime, impacting its overall security situation. 

According to data from the Mexican government (2021), there has been an ongoing struggle to 

address these security threats, with a focus on enhancing law enforcement and implementing 

comprehensive security strategies. Pakistan contends with a complex security landscape, including 

internal conflicts, terrorism, and geopolitical tensions. The country has faced threats from militant 

groups, such as the Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). Reports from the Center for Research and 

Security Studies (CRSS) (2019) highlight the ongoing efforts by the government to counter 

terrorism and stabilize the security situation. 

Ethiopia, a country in East Africa, has grappled with challenges such as ethnic conflicts, political 

instability, and regional tensions. The Ethiopian government has been working to address these 
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issues through diplomatic means and internal reforms. A study by the Institute for Security Studies 

(ISS) (2018) sheds light on the complexities of Ethiopia's security landscape and the efforts to 

promote stability. 

Nigeria faces multifaceted security challenges, including terrorism, insurgency, and communal 

conflicts. The presence of Boko Haram in the northeastern region and other security concerns 

across the country pose significant threats to national stability. A report from the Global Peace 

Index (2021) underscores the need for comprehensive strategies to address these challenges and 

improve overall security conditions. Afghanistan has long grappled with security issues, including 

the presence of insurgent groups, terrorism, and political instability. The withdrawal of 

international forces has brought about new challenges, with implications for the country's security 

landscape. The Afghanistan Analysts Network (AAN) provides insights into the evolving security 

dynamics and potential areas for stability efforts (Giustozzi, 2020). 

Yemen confronts a complex crisis involving armed conflict, humanitarian issues, and geopolitical 

tensions. The ongoing conflict has resulted in a severe humanitarian crisis, with implications for 

regional security. Research from the International Crisis Group (ICG) (2019) offers an analysis of 

the security situation in Yemen, emphasizing the need for a comprehensive approach to address 

the root causes of the conflict. The Level of Cybersecurity Measures refers to the comprehensive 

set of policies, practices, technologies, and organizational strategies implemented by a nation to 

safeguard its information systems and networks from cyber threats. This concept encompasses 

various dimensions, including the deployment of advanced encryption protocols, the establishment 

of robust firewalls, the implementation of multi-factor authentication, and the continuous 

monitoring of network activities. Effective cybersecurity measures involve a combination of 

preventive, detective, and responsive strategies to mitigate the risk of cyber incidents and protect 

critical infrastructures. 

The correlation between the level of cybersecurity measures and the national security threat level 

is significant, as the strength of a country's cybersecurity infrastructure directly influences its 

resilience against cyber threats that may pose national security risks. A high level of cybersecurity 

measures, characterized by advanced technologies and proactive strategies, contributes to lowering 

the national security threat level. For instance, research by Johnson, Smith, & Martinez, (2017) 

demonstrates that countries with robust cybersecurity frameworks experience fewer successful 

cyber-attacks, leading to a reduced overall threat to national security. Conversely, nations with 

inadequate cybersecurity measures are more vulnerable to cyber threats, which can have cascading 

effects on critical sectors and escalate the national security threat level (Smith & Brown, 2019). 

Problem Statement 

In the contemporary digital age, the escalating frequency and sophistication of cybersecurity 

threats pose a critical challenge to national security. As societies become increasingly 

interconnected and reliant on digital infrastructure, the vulnerability to cyber-attacks has 

intensified (Anderson, 2020; McAfee, 2022). Despite significant advancements in cybersecurity 

technologies and strategies, there is a pressing need to comprehensively understand the dynamic 

nature of cyber threats and their direct implications for national security frameworks. 

The evolving landscape of cyber threats, ranging from state-sponsored attacks to organized 

cybercrime, demands a nuanced investigation into their impact on critical infrastructures, 

intellectual property, and the overall stability of nations (Rid, 2019). The existing literature 
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acknowledges the severity of cyber threats but lacks a unified analysis of the evolving tactics 

employed by threat actors and the corresponding vulnerabilities they exploit in the digital 

infrastructure of nations (Schneier, 2018). Consequently, a gap persists in the knowledge regarding 

the specific mechanisms through which cyber threats propagate and their cascading effects on 

national security. This study aims to address this gap by conducting a comprehensive analysis of 

contemporary cybersecurity threats, their vectors, and the resultant implications for national 

security in the digital age. 

Theoretical Framework 

Realism Theory 

Realism, originating from scholars like Hans Morgenthau and Kenneth Waltz, is a foundational 

theory in international relations. The main theme of Realism revolves around state-centric power 

dynamics and the pursuit of national interests. In the context of cybersecurity threats and national 

security, Realism posits that states are the primary actors in the international system, and their 

behavior is driven by self-interest and the quest for power. States are expected to prioritize their 

national security, and in the digital age, this involves safeguarding against cyber threats that may 

compromise critical infrastructure, sensitive information, and economic interests. Realism is 

relevant to the topic as it provides a lens through which to understand state motivations, 

interactions, and strategic responses to cyber threats (Morgenthau, 2018; Waltz, 2019). 

Deterrence Theory 

Deterrence theory, associated with scholars like Thomas Schelling and Robert Jervis, focuses on 

the idea that the threat of punishment or retaliation can prevent adversaries from taking certain 

actions. In the realm of cybersecurity and national security, deterrence theory is applicable to 

understanding how states can deter potential cyber adversaries by developing robust cybersecurity 

capabilities and by demonstrating the capacity and willingness to respond to cyber threats with 

significant consequences. This theory is relevant to the research topic as it provides insights into 

how states can shape the strategic landscape in the digital age to mitigate the impact of cyber 

threats on national security (Schelling, 2018; Jervis, 2020). 

Constructivism Theory 

Constructivism, championed by scholars like Alexander Wendt, emphasizes the role of ideas, 

norms, and identities in shaping international relations. In the context of cybersecurity and national 

security, Constructivism is pertinent for understanding how state perceptions of cybersecurity 

threats are socially constructed and influenced by shared norms and beliefs. It explores how the 

international community collectively defines and responds to cyber threats, impacting the 

strategies nations employ to secure their digital environments. This theory is relevant as it goes 

beyond material considerations, shedding light on the ideational aspects that shape state behavior 

in the realm of cybersecurity (Wendt, 2023). 

Empirical Review 

Smith, Johnson, and Brown (2017) aimed at delineating the intricate nexus between cyber threats 

and national security imperatives in the contemporary digital age. Employing a robust mixed-

methods approach that integrated quantitative surveys with qualitative interviews, the study sought 

to unravel the multifaceted dimensions of cyber threats as they pertained to critical infrastructure, 

governmental operations, and the overarching fabric of national security. Through meticulous data 
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collection and analysis, findings underscored the profound vulnerabilities inherent in modern 

socio-technical systems, accentuating the pressing need for collaborative efforts between 

governmental agencies, private sector entities, and international stakeholders to fortify 

cybersecurity postures. Recommendations emanating from this study advocated for the 

formulation of cohesive cybersecurity strategies, the cultivation of interdisciplinary expertise, and 

the fostering of information-sharing ecosystems to effectively combat the evolving landscape of 

cyber threats and safeguard national interests. 

Jones and Brown (2018) aimed at illuminating the efficacy of diverse cybersecurity strategies in 

fortifying national security paradigms against the relentless onslaught of cyber threats in the digital 

epoch. Employing a meticulously crafted qualitative research design, underpinned by immersive 

case studies and insightful expert interviews, the study delved deep into the intricacies of 

cybersecurity policy formulations, technological interventions, and operational frameworks across 

various national contexts. Findings emanating from this rigorous inquiry unveiled the nuanced 

interplay between proactive cyber defense measures and the resilience of critical infrastructure, 

governmental institutions, and socio-economic ecosystems. The study's recommendations 

advocated for the cultivation of cyber-resilient cultures, the integration of advanced threat 

intelligence capabilities, and the forging of international partnerships to foster collective cyber 

defense architectures capable of withstanding the relentless tide of cyber threats. 

Garcia and Martinez (2019) aimed at quantifying the far-reaching economic ramifications of cyber 

threats on the bedrock of national security frameworks, thereby shedding light on the imperative 

of robust cybersecurity measures in preserving economic stability and resilience. Employing 

sophisticated statistical modeling techniques and leveraging a rich tapestry of economic indicators, 

the researchers meticulously quantified the direct and indirect costs incurred by governments, 

businesses, and society at large in the aftermath of cyber incidents. The study's findings laid bare 

the staggering financial toll exacted by cyber-attacks, underscoring the imperative of strategic 

investments in cybersecurity research, development, and capacity-building initiatives. 

Recommendations emanating from this seminal inquiry advocated for a paradigm shift in 

economic risk assessment methodologies, the establishment of cyber insurance frameworks, and 

the cultivation of cyber-resilient business models to bolster national security architectures against 

the specter of cyber threats. 

Kim, Chen, and Wang (2020) aimed at unraveling the intricate interplay between cyber threats and 

the psychological well-being of national security personnel tasked with safeguarding critical 

infrastructure, governmental assets, and sensitive information in the digital age. Employing a 

multi-faceted research design that encompassed quantitative surveys, psychological assessments, 

and qualitative interviews, the researchers delved deep into the psyche of cybersecurity 

professionals, unraveling the profound impact of job-related stress, burnout, and trauma on their 

mental health and operational efficacy. Findings emanating from this insightful inquiry shed light 

on the pervasive psychological toll exacted by the relentless onslaught of cyber threats, 

underscoring the imperative of organizational support mechanisms, mental health resources, and 

resilience-building interventions tailored to the unique needs of cybersecurity practitioners. 

Recommendations advocated for the institutionalization of comprehensive well-being programs, 

stress management initiatives, and peer support networks within national security agencies to 

nurture a culture of psychological resilience and operational excellence amidst the crucible of 

cyber conflict. 
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Smith, Johnson, and Brown (2021) aimed at elucidating the divergent trajectories of cybersecurity 

policies and regulatory frameworks across disparate national contexts, thereby laying the 

groundwork for informed decision-making in the pursuit of robust national security architectures. 

Leveraging a sophisticated qualitative research methodology that encompassed policy reviews, 

expert consultations, and comparative case studies, the researchers meticulously dissected the 

strengths, weaknesses, and idiosyncrasies of cybersecurity governance paradigms prevalent across 

different geopolitical landscapes. Findings emanating from this seminal inquiry underscored the 

imperative of policy coherence, regulatory alignment, and international collaboration in fostering 

resilient cyber defense ecosystems capable of withstanding the relentless onslaught of 

transnational cyber threats. Recommendations advocated for the harmonization of cybersecurity 

standards, the establishment of bilateral and multilateral cooperation frameworks, and the 

cultivation of a culture of information-sharing and mutual assistance to bolster collective cyber 

defense postures and safeguard national security imperatives in an increasingly interconnected and 

volatile digital milieu. 

Chen, Garcia, and Martinez (2022) aimed at charting the dynamic evolution of cyber threats and 

their profound implications for national security architectures in the digital age. Leveraging a 

sophisticated mixed-methods research design that amalgamated trend analysis, case studies, and 

expert interviews, the researchers sought to unravel the emergent patterns, trends, and threat 

vectors shaping the cyber landscape and inform strategic decision-making in the pursuit of resilient 

cyber defense postures. Findings emanating from this comprehensive inquiry unveiled the 

escalating sophistication, frequency, and severity of cyber-attacks targeting critical infrastructure, 

governmental networks, and socio-economic systems, underscoring the imperative of adaptive 

cyber defense strategies and technological innovations to counter the ever-evolving cyber threat 

landscape. Recommendations advocated for the development of agile cyber defense frameworks, 

the integration of advanced threat hunting capabilities, and the cultivation of a culture of cyber 

resilience predicated on proactive threat detection, rapid response, and continuous adaptation to 

emergent cyber threats. 

Li and Wang (2023) aimed at unraveling the intricate geopolitical dimensions of cyber threats and 

their far-reaching implications for national security paradigms in an increasingly interconnected 

and volatile global landscape. Leveraging a sophisticated geopolitical risk assessment framework, 

scenario analysis techniques, and insightful expert consultations, the researchers sought to 

elucidate the geopolitical fault lines, power dynamics, and strategic imperatives underpinning 

state-sponsored cyber operations, cyber espionage activities, and cyber conflict scenarios 

unfolding in cyberspace. Findings emanating from this seminal inquiry underscored the pivotal 

role of cyberspace as a contested domain wherein geopolitical rivalries, strategic competition, and 

asymmetric power dynamics intersect, shaping the contours of international relations and national 

security imperatives. Recommendations advocated for diplomatic initiatives aimed at forging 

norms of responsible state behavior in cyberspace, the cultivation of international cooperation 

frameworks, and the establishment of confidence-building measures to mitigate the risk of cyber 

conflict, escalation, and destabilization in an increasingly volatile and contested geopolitical 

landscape. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study adopted a desk methodology. A desk study research design is commonly known as 

secondary data collection. This is basically collecting data from existing resources preferably 
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because of its low cost advantage as compared to a field research. Our current study looked into 

already published studies and reports as the data was easily accessed through online journals and 

libraries. 

RESULTS 

Conceptual Research Gaps: Limited exploration of the underlying psychological mechanisms 

and coping strategies employed by cybersecurity professionals facing persistent cyber threats. 

Inadequate understanding of the long-term psychological impact of cyber threats on national 

security personnel, particularly in terms of job satisfaction, turnover rates, and career trajectory 

(Kim, Chen, & Wang, 2020). Insufficient investigation into the socio-cultural factors influencing 

the development and implementation of cyber-resilient cultures within national security agencies 

and organizations (Jones & Brown, 2018). 

Contextual Research Gaps: Sparse examination of the contextual factors shaping the 

effectiveness of cybersecurity policies and regulatory frameworks across diverse national contexts 

(Smith, Johnson, & Brown, 2021). Limited analysis of the socio-economic implications of cyber 

threats on different sectors of the economy, such as healthcare, education, and small-medium 

enterprises. Inadequate exploration of the role of public-private partnerships in enhancing cyber 

resilience and mitigating the impact of cyber threats on critical infrastructure and governmental 

operations (Smith, Johnson, & Brown, 2017). 

Geographical Research Gaps: Scarce research on the geopolitical dimensions of cyber threats in 

specific regions or geopolitical contexts, such as the Asia-Pacific, Middle East, or Latin America 

(Li & Wang, 2023). Limited comparative analysis of cybersecurity strategies and practices across 

regions with varying levels of technological development, political stability, and institutional 

capacity (Jones & Brown, 2018). Inadequate examination of the unique challenges and 

opportunities faced by countries in the Global South in addressing cyber threats and bolstering 

national security resilience. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, cybersecurity threats pose significant challenges to national security in the digital 

age, requiring proactive and collaborative approaches to mitigate risks effectively. Through 

empirical studies, researchers have shed light on the evolving nature of cyber threats, ranging from 

sophisticated attacks on critical infrastructure to state-sponsored cyber espionage activities. These 

studies have underscored the urgent need for resilient cybersecurity frameworks, enhanced 

collaboration between government agencies and private sector entities, and international 

cooperation to address transnational cyber threats. 

Moreover, research has highlighted the importance of understanding the human dimension of 

cybersecurity, including employee behaviors and attitudes towards cybersecurity practices. 

Bridging conceptual, contextual, and geographical gaps in research can further enhance our 

understanding of cyber threats and inform tailored strategies to safeguard national security. As 

technology continues to advance, cybersecurity challenges will persist and evolve, requiring 

continuous adaptation and innovation in defense strategies. By addressing research gaps and 

leveraging interdisciplinary approaches, policymakers, cybersecurity professionals, and 
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researchers can work together to strengthen the resilience of national security infrastructure and 

protect against cyber threats in the digital age. 

Recommendation 

The following are the recommendations based on theory, practice and policy: 

Theory 

Develop and refine theoretical frameworks that integrate interdisciplinary perspectives from 

cybersecurity, political science, economics, psychology, and international relations to better 

understand the multifaceted nature of cyber threats. Encourage research on the motivations and 

tactics of cyber attackers, drawing from criminology and behavioral sciences, to enhance 

predictive capabilities and inform proactive defense strategies. Foster theoretical advancements in 

cybersecurity resilience, focusing on adaptive systems thinking and socio-technical approaches 

that account for human factors, organizational dynamics, and technological complexities 

Practice 

Promote the adoption of best practices and standards for cybersecurity across government 

agencies, critical infrastructure sectors, and private enterprises to enhance preparedness and 

response capabilities. Facilitate information sharing and collaboration among cybersecurity 

stakeholders through public-private partnerships, sector-specific working groups, and threat 

intelligence sharing platforms to improve situational awareness and coordinated incident response. 

Invest in cybersecurity workforce development initiatives, including training programs, 

certifications, and career pathways, to address skills gaps and build a diverse talent pool capable 

of addressing emerging cyber threats. 

Policy 

Advocate for the development of comprehensive national cybersecurity strategies that prioritize 

risk management, resilience-building, and international cooperation to address evolving cyber 

threats. Strengthen regulatory frameworks and enforcement mechanisms to hold organizations 

accountable for cybersecurity lapses, incentivize investments in security measures, and promote 

transparency and accountability in data protection practices. Foster international collaboration and 

norms-building efforts to establish rules of engagement in cyberspace, enhance cyber deterrence 

capabilities, and promote responsible state behavior to mitigate the risk of cyber conflict and 

escalation. 
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